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EXERCISE 3 (10 marks)
Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow:
Barbecue Fundraiser

pl
e

David and Peter have been boy scouts for two years. Last weekend, there was a
barbecue event held by a local group. It was a fundraising event. The scouts had to
plan the event from start to finish. They started by making lots of lists. Then they went
to the supermarket to buy food to barbecue. They also prepared all the equipment they
would need for cooking and for eating.
When the actual night arrived, each boy scout was given a special job. Peter was
cooking while David was serving hot drinks. Some of the boys were collecting money
in special money boxes, and they were hoping to raise $10,000.
The smell of sizzling sausages filled the air, and there was lots of excitement. All the
food was sold, and everyone said it was delicious. They got double the fundraising
target, and so everybody celebrated afterwards. Next year, they plan to do it like a
huge campfire and have everyone sing around it. That sounds like lots of fun.

m

8) How long have David and Peter been boy scouts? Short Answer only. (1 mark)

9) How much money did they raise? Short answer only. Write in number form. (2
marks)

sa

10) Fill in the blanks. (2 marks)

At the barbecue, David's job was to _______________, while Peter's job was to
_______________.

11) What do they plan to have next year? Answer in a complete sentence. (2 marks)
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EXERCISE 3 – Answers (10 marks)
Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow:
Barbecue Fundraiser

pl
e

David and Peter have been boy scouts for two years. Last weekend, there was a
barbecue event held by a local group. It was a fundraising event. The scouts had to
plan the event from start to finish. They started by making lots of lists. Then they went
to the supermarket to buy food to barbecue. They also prepared all the equipment they
would need for cooking and for eating.
When the actual night arrived each boy scout was given a special job. Peter was
cooking while David was serving hot drinks. Some of the boys were collecting money
in special money boxes and they were hoping to raise $10,000.
The smell of sizzling sausages filled the air and there was lots of excitement. All the
food was sold and everyone said it was delicious. They got double the fundraising
target and so everybody celebrated afterwards. Next year, they plan to do it like a
huge campfire and have everyone sing around it. That sounds like lots of fun.

m

8) How long have David and Peter been boy scouts? Short Answer only. (1 mark)
Two years
9) How much money did they raise? Short answer only. Write in number form. (2
marks)
$ 20,000

sa

10) Fill in the blanks. (2 marks)
At the barbecue, David's job was to [serve hot drinks, while Peter's job was to
[cook.
11) What do they plan to have next year? Answer in a complete sentence. (2 marks)
They plan to have a huge campfire and have everyone sing around it.
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EXERCISE 1 (10 marks)
PREPOSITIONS
Read the passage below. Fill in the blanks with a suitable preposition.
1) Justin has a pet cat. It likes to follow Justin wherever he goes. Every afternoon it
waits _______________ Justin outside the house. When Justin goes home, it will

pl
e

rub itself _______________ his leg. It likes to hide _______________ the bed,
sleep _______________ top of the kitchen table, and play all _______________
the living room. It likes to hide _______________ the door, too.

It shows its claws whenever a stranger comes _______________ it but he

wouldn't do anything to hurt anyone. Justin's favourite thing _______________ his
pet cat is that it likes to go around his room chasing its own tail. Justin finds this
very funny.

m

Matthew and I are going _______________ Justin's house to study now. We have
a maths exam tomorrow and need to revise _______________ it.

Marks: _____ / 10

sa

EXERCISE 2 (10 marks)

COUNTABLE OR UNCOUNTABLE
Fill in the blanks with 'How much' or 'How many'.
2) _______________ eggs do we need for the cake?
3) _______________ does one slice of pizza cost?
4) _______________ is the bus fare from Hung Hom to Central?
5) _______________ times do I have to tell you to be more careful?
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EXERCISE 1 - Answers (10 marks)
PREPOSITIONS
Read the passage below. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word.
1) Justin has a pet cat. It likes to follow Justin wherever he goes. Every afternoon it
waits [for Justin outside the house. When Justin goes home, it will rub itself
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[against his leg. It likes to hide [under the bed, sleep [on top of the kitchen table,
and play all [over the living room. It likes to hide [behind the door, too.

It shows its claws whenever a stranger comes [near it, but he wouldn't do

anything to hurt anyone. Justin's favourite thing [about his pet cat is that it likes to
go around his room chasing its own tail. Justin finds this very funny.

Matthew and I are going [to Justin's house to study now. We have a maths exam
tomorrow and need to revise [for it.

m

EXERCISE 2 - Answers (10 marks)

COUNTABLE OR UNCOUNTABLE
Fill in the blanks with 'how much' or 'how many'.
2) [How many eggs do we need for the cake?
3) [How much does one slice of pizza cost?

sa

4) [How much is the bus fare from Hung Hom to Central?
5) [How many times do I have to tell you to be more careful?
6) [How much sugar do you want in your tea?
7) [How much flour is there?

8) [How many sisters do you have?
9) [How much water is left in the bottle?

10) [How much coffee did you drink today?
11) [How many people are in your club?

